
Little Gnomes Nature School Gear List: What to wear and bring 

	 Children will thrive in the outdoor school if they are properly prepared. An early bedtime, 
a hearty breakfast, a positive attitude about the weather modeled by parents, and appropriate 
clothes for the weather are critical to the success of our outdoor days. We can’t stress enough 
the importance of the right gear. In our opinion there is not bad weather just bad gear. Through 
experience we have learned that certain brands perform better than others. We have a “library” 
of gear for families to check out to help on expenses. Please check with us if you would like to 
see what we have available. Donations to our gear library gratefully accepted too. 

Puddle pants/overall rain pants	 We prefer the overall style because they 
really keep the wet out, and allow children to climb, crawl, and move better than 
rain pants. Our favorite brands are Puddlegear (discount code 
LITTLEGNOMES15%), Playshoes, Abeko, and H&M. You can find European 
size guidelines online. They fit for a LONG time. Please avoid any cotton lined 
puddle pants, it wicks the moisture inside. 

Backpack 	 Not too big, enough for lunch and water bottle. Something with a clip in the front 
for the straps and a side pocket for easy access to a water bottle is great. This will be for their 
lunch and water, but we will have a wagon for other supplies and shed layers. REI makes a great, 
small one for kids. 

Boots  Something tall, waterproof, and insulated. Though they can be expensive, we love the 
fully waterproof, tall Bogs and Kamiks. They just keep their feet so dry AND warm. 

Layers 
-Long underwear (wool or wool blends are best) 
-Good socks (again, wool or wool blend is just super) 
-Rain jacket with hood (lightweight with elastic sleeves, REI makes a great one) 
-Warm jacket (nothing overly heavy or bulky: a fleece and/or light puffy that can fit under a rain 
shell is best) 

Other items 
-Water bottle 
-Lunch Containers ( a small thermos for soup or such, and stainless steel or other reusable 
containers are preferred) 
-Mittens/gloves: children may have a favorite pair they would like to wear, but for wet days we 
have purchased a full class set of "puddle mittens" from aToyGarden.com, waterproof mittens 
with a warm fleece liner that we will have available for the children to wear at school. 
-Sunhat (we love the local company, Sunday Afternoons) 
-Warm hat (wool or perhaps a blend is always best) 

http://aToyGarden.com

